Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment™

Levels 1 and 2 included in this manual.
The Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment™ attunes you to the heart of the
Eternal Cosmic Christ so that you can have a closer walk with him.
A message from the Eternal Cosmic Christ channeled and published in this
manual details authenticity, sharing, Divine Birthright, self worth and
healing. The Eternal Cosmic Christ’s energy helps give you the courage to
look within yourself and be honest with yourself about everything.
Level 2 provides you with the Trans-dimensionality Positioning™ and the
Ruby Heart Light™ empowerment channeled by Mariah Windsong Couture.
Trans-dimensionality Positioning™ is a wonderful energy function that,
when you activate it, will help you align and balance yourself across various
dimensions. The beauty of this incredible energy function that the Eternal
Cosmic Christ has created is that it will be perfectly calibrated for each
person who activates it!
Eternal Cosmic Christ ™ energy co channeled by Mariah Windsong Couture
with Diane Finn, RMT ~March 29th, 2011 ~All Rights Reserved

The Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment™ attunes you to the energies of
the Eternal Cosmic Christ so that you can have a closer walk with him. You
will gain ease of access to his energies and insights. Every time you activate
the Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment you are entering his presence.
An attunement or empowerment is a dose of energy frequencies that ‘match’
the energy of this energy system in general, and each function or
empowerment specifically.
Once you have received that dose of energy, your body and spirit will
recognize that energy and easily access the energy stream from Eternal
Sacred Source that IS the energy stream of this particular energy system.
Attunements can be sent long distance by means of an energy sphere, often
called a chi-ball and it is kept safe by your Angels and guides of Eternal
Light. It is released to you when you ‘call it in’, like a prayer to receive it.
Please spend a few minutes to invite the first level attunement The Eternal
Cosmic Christ™, to release fully unto you. Simply say, out loud or in your
mind: “I ask to fully receive my level 1 Eternal Cosmic Christ
Empowerment as sent out by my teacher and made perfect by Eternal
Sacred Source, NOW!”
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Think of a ball of light and energy above your head that opens up and
streams down onto the top of your head as a “meet and greet”!
Your attunement will easily arrive to you because Eternal Source transcends
space and time. The Eternal Cosmic Christ™ energy flows into your body
and energy field, into all of who you are. Anytime you want to receive a
flow of energy directly from the living, conscious, loving Eternal Cosmic
Christ, simply say: “Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment, Activate!”
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Benefits of the Eternal Cosmic Christ’s energy include but aren’t limited to:
Increased Authenticity in your life and in the people you attract
Increased faith that someone beyond this reality cares about your wellbeing
A sense of purpose and Divine Birthright to receive love and sustenance
Courage to look within and be honest with yourself about your life
Increased self worth so that you can accept more complete healing
A message from The Eternal Cosmic Christ channeled by Mariah Windsong:
“Authenticity of being and responding is most needed
by humanity at this time.
People say what they think they need to say in order to get the results that
they want from others.
People have forgotten to check with their internal guidance and so have been
recording the opinions of others as their own.
It is time for people to ask themselves what they believe.
When a person looks to a written manual, scroll, book, phone, computer or
television screen to see what an “expert” believes
they rob themselves of their own truth.
The increased access to information has substituted real thinking on topics
that in times past used to be mulled over and thought about
for hours and days!
Thinking and wondering about a topic opens a person’s mind to receive
insight from beyond this time space reality.
The greater consciousness and minds of Divinity exist
beyond this time space reality.
Wish ye not to know as the gods know?
Wish ye not to gain an eternal perspective rather than remain myred within
the thinking that continues to fuel wars and discontent on all levels?
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The prevalence of data that are at many persons fingertips can be a tool to
fuel your curiosity and to keep a pulse upon humanity.
It is not meant to replace the quiet within your soul.
It is not meant to become so all enthralling that you are able to ignore the
places within your body and soul that yearn for acceptance and healing.”
“Authenticity is not limited to your responses
to other people but also to your own thoughts.
What is it that you tell yourself daily?
How have you lied to yourself?
Are you hiding from your own truth so that you can be accepted by others?
The healing you deny yourself by your fear of facing yourself is immense
and I wish to free you from your impediments.
Enter now, my presence, call unto me, to sit with you.
I seek to give you courage to look within and openly acknowledge all that
you are, your desires, longings and beliefs.
Do you even know what you believe?
Beliefs can be flowing and flexible as
new awareness catapults you into you realities.
Do you like yourself?
Take my hand and look now within yourself.
Take a deep breath and enter in behind the veil of your heart.
It is time to look honestly at your feelings for yourself and your feelings
about other people.
There is no right or wrong in these moments.
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Invite me into your heart to exalt the places within you
that are afraid to be seen even by you.
Let my energy do the forgiving of the wrongs you have experienced and
any wrongs you may have done to others.
Let your past be mine, and be not haunted by it anymore.”
“Now is the time for freedom.
I cannot heal any area of your body, mind or emotions
that you do not allow me to heal.
Please allow me to heal you.
Invite me into your lonely spaces.
Invite me into the spaces inside where you have
walled off the pain of the past.
This place called Earth has free will and
I do not enter uninvited nor where I am not wanted.
Walk with me into the spaces inside that you have not
wanted to see and we will face them together.
People resist healing because they do not feel that they deserve to feel better.
This is not always true,
yet for many persons it is the precise reason wholeness is illusive.
Faith increases healing for to allow an energy that you cannot see and may
not even see, ye must trust that it will do you good.
If ye believe ye shall be healed, ye shall be healed.
Healing denotes wholeness and may not always
appear in the form you expect.
Wholeness is limited by human lack of self worth.
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Being separate in consciousness from all that is has bred generations of
people who use their existence in an imperfect world as
an excuse to harm others.
People who do not like themselves spread the misery to others and
feel that they have a right to do so.”
“There are ones who use religions’ misguided statements about original sin
as reasons to justify their lack of restraint in regards to how they
mistreat other people and hurt themselves.
There is no original sin.
Being born into a physical human body on planet Earth is a
hallmark of your Divine Origin.
All originate out of the heart of Eternal Sacred Source and it takes a great
deal of abdication of one’s identity to separate from the energy that
made them and wants to support them.
A person can reject eternal sacred source here at this level of consciousness,
continually throughout their entire physical lifetime, in word and deed.
After death their soul still resonates to eternal life and love.
Continual rejection at all levels of the soul is the only “sin” that can cause a
person’s soul to separate from the bonds love
that holds it together at the sub-atomics.
When even a person’s soul totally rejects the energy that it IS
it could fall apart and return to eternal sacred source
as star dust without consciousness.
The very stuff that holds a soul together IS of Eternal Sacred Source.
Nobody can totally reject Eternal Sacred Source from
this human level of consciousness.
So you need not worry that you could do anything so terribly wrong,
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or may have done something so terribly wrong in other time and places that
could cost you your eternity.
That is not possible.
What is possible is that you can incur lessons to be learned and attract
various situations in physicality to occur that you will need to process,
work through or transcend.”
“You have access to every manner of assistance in the spiritual realms
that you need to transcend any past thought,
act or experience and exalt and purify it.
Allow me, the Eternal Cosmic Christ to take upon me,
your burdens of the past and fears of the future.
Now you will have more energy in the here and now to accept yourself as
you are, and make any changes you know to be necessary to live better.
You will attract people into your life who want to help you.
As you take an honest look at yourself,
you will no longer be in denial of your habits and abilities.
You will be able to take positive steps forward and let go of the self
demoralizing behaviors you used to punish yourself.
You will expect more of yourself because your will start to see yourself as
someone worth knowing and loving.
You will want to expand into your potentials.
You will allow yourself to make mistakes and ask for help when you need it.
“Do unto others as you would have them do unto you” helps not those who
do not feel worthy enough to be treated well to act responsibly.
It falls flat in the face of ugly truth about how a person feels about
themselves when they’ve resisted self forgiveness.
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Some people just don’t know how to forgive themselves.
If that is difficult for you, take my energy unto your inner being,
and ask me to forgive you.
I, the Eternal Cosmic Christ, I am the Christ of
all dimensions and realities across universes.”
“ I am not limited to the experiences and role that I was as Jesus of Nazareth.
As Eternal Cosmic Christ,
the anointed one who may deliver you unto freedom.
What type of freedom are you wanting?
The first freedom is freedom to be at peace within your own body and soul is
the freedom to like who you are and accept yourself as you are.
If ye not like yourself others have not the motivation to treat you well.
I speak now about sharing.
There is a great need for persons to share with one another.
Sharing is necessary for the human manifestation of a soul.
Share your hearts.
Call upon me for courage to open to another human being.
Love is the greatest gift you can give when given freely
without expectation of response in your favor.
Humans have often distorted love as they have so often used it
as one more way to control and manipulate.
True love is synonymous with appreciation.
True love follows adoration.
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Appreciation and Adoration open the way into true love.
For when you appreciate and adore you are doing so honestly.
There is no seeking to control for you are beaming love
through your appreciation of the other person simply
for them being who they are.”
“Share the resources you have with others who need them.
You have heard this admonition many times.
People seem to be easily influenced and as such they listen to the sob stories
of others and give in ways and places that are not beneficial to their own life.
You are blessed by being generous.
Do so wisely.
There are ones who do not use resources they are given in good stewardship.
Do not be fooled by a sad face or limp.
Seek to volunteer time and teach the children skills they will need
to support themselves.
Monitor your own spending habits so you have plenty to pay for your and
your family’s basic housing and food needs.
Many people give more than they can afford to and then experience lack and
want for the very basic needs of house, heat, cooling and food.
How can you know when it is proper to give?
Give not because a church says that you must give a 10% tithe
in order to have bounty arrive unto you!
Educate yourself on how the money is spent that you would give. Is it in
alignment with your own beliefs?
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If you see a beggar or a sick person, will you be a “good Samaritan”?
What is required of you in order to use the cosmic law of giving to your
benefit?
These are not times of old and there are many who would seek to take
advantage of your compassion and generous spirit.”
“That is time to activate my Eternal Cosmic Christ energies in that now
moment and feel from the calm inner center of your heart.
This is a very binary “yes” or “no” signal you are seeking to receive.
My energy will amplify your own ability discern if it is for you to give right
now or not.
If you are accustomed using a pendulum, please align its energy with mine
so I may help you receive your “yes” or “no” answer.
There are times when it is proper to give the very last of what you have.
There are times when you must keep seeds for planting in the spring.
Is it not admirable to withhold a handful of seeds to feed a family
for a season than to feed one person one meal?
All is following joy.
Is it joyful to give in this moment?
Will giving in this moment create a problem for me or those
to whom it is my obligation to provide for?
Is giving in this moment a response to pressure?
Is giving in this moment going to make me look better
in another person’s eyes?
Is giving in this moment the right thing to do?
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If joyful and right, do this thing, if not, do not.
Doing for others with right heart of service unto Eternal Sacred Source
brings a sense of peace and wellbeing.
Be well, do well, live well this day and
dwell with me in eternity.”
~The Eternal Cosmic Christ, March 29th, 2011
Please spend a few minutes to invite the second level attunement your
teacher sent you of The Eternal Cosmic Christ™, to release fully unto you.
Simply say, out loud or in your mind: “I ask to fully receive my 2nd level
Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment as sent out by my teacher including
the Trans-dimensionality Positioning and Ruby Heart Light
Empowerment NOW!”
Allow a few minutes for the energy to flow. Now that you have paused to
receive your 2nd attunement, you have the right to call upon and activate
your Trans-dimensionality Positioning™ and Ruby Heart Light™ energy
functions.
Trans-dimensionality Positioning™ is a wonderful energy function that,
when you activate it, will help you align and balance yourself across various
dimensions. The beauty of this incredible energy function that the Eternal
Cosmic Christ has created is that it will be perfectly calibrated for each
person who activates it!
No matter your perception of realities and your place within them, I assure
you that it is not exactly as you think it is. It is not exactly like I think it is!
From here, within this time space reality it is impossible, with the finite
abilities of our conscious mind, to know and comprehend the vast
architecture of universes. I think it is wondrous that the Eternal Cosmic
Christ has brought us this energy function that will help you to balance
properly no matter what energy shifts are happening.
In this day and age there are many shocking energy shifts and the Earth
changes are not always gentle. With so much shifting happening even under
our own feet, it is necessary to have a way to quickly balance.
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Our bodies will appreciate the stability that the Trans-dimensionality
Positioning provides. As our consciousness continues to open up and parts
of our minds perceive beyond this time space reality, it is easy for our body
to become afraid. The Trans-dimensionality Positioning™ is a fast and
reliable way to transcend these changes with relative ease and comfort.
Any intra-stellar gateways that your soul may have access codes to will
become anchor points for you as you activate this energy function for you.
Say: “Trans-dimensionality Positioning, Activate!”

In the way you shall be swirled and anchored with every point,
place or being with whom you are
in alignment with
across universes and dimensions
realities and times
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to be balanced and secure
within divinity
to gain ease of access to all
the places and spaces that are
your Divine Birthright to be in communion with
now and forevermore.
Activate your Trans-dimensionality Positioning™ function anytime
you have a few minutes to sit or recline and allow
the Eternal Cosmic Christ to link you up with all that is
already yours so that you know the unity of Divinity.
Ruby Heart Light™ is an energy function that arrived to me a few years ago
and that I’ve enjoyed very much. It is both the ethereal energy of the gem
Ruby and the energy of the Eternal Cosmic Christ united.
Ruby Heart Light has helped me in times of stress to stay in tune with my
own emotional heart center. It has helped my body stay receptive to Divinity
while within environments that were hostile and heavily laden with dense
emotional energies of other people.
Ruby Heart Light also provides gentle loving support that can heal wounds
that are new or old. Ruby Heart Light, being the ethereal spiritual energy of
Ruby can be used to access all of Ruby’s healing abilities.
The more times you spend with Her, approaching Her respectively, the more
healing you can receive. Ruby Heart Light’s unique energy signature makes
it ideal to activate anytime you are feeling lonely.
If you are going to be around people who seem to tug at your “heart strings”
Ruby Heart Light can be activated.
It will be as a light that emanates out to others so that your personal heart
center can remain safe as people can feel loved without hooking into you.
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Ruby Heart Light™ feels great if you are sensitive to subtle energies. If not
it will still provide you with the ethereal energy of Ruby and the support of
the Eternal Cosmic Christ. Ruby helps refine your will into a love based
force that resolves the conflict between heart and mind.
Ruby can hold the vibration of love no matter the current feelings you are
having about a person or animal. Allow Ruby Heart Light to give you
internal stability.
Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment™ has been channeled primarily as a
self healing energy system. You can send these energies to other people or
activate the various functions for others.
Please do not activate the Trans-dimensionality Positioning for any one
without their express permission to do so. The shift of positioning can be
alarming if you are not looking forward to being anchored in that way.
If you are a Reiki or Seichim Master Teacher, you can confidently send an
empowerment to The Eternal Cosmic Christ™ including the energy
functions of Trans-dimensionality Positioning™ and Ruby Heart Light™.
Advise your student on the best way to receive the empowerment you have
sent out. The Eternal Cosmic Christ™ manual must be included fully intact
with no changes when its empowerment is provided.
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The Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment™ may be passed if you are not a
Reiki or Seichim Master by wanting to ‘oh so very much’.
Intention is powerful and will cause Eternal Sacred Source to respond!
Please ask your energy team, your helping healing guardians in the Light of
Eternal Sacred Source, to bring you a Sphere of Light.
It doesn’t matter if you can see it or not. It doesn’t matter if you can perceive
it or not.
Trust that the Sphere of Light is there and ready to hold a dose of the energy
frequency of the Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment™.
Activate and pray, asking for all of your helping healing ones in the Light of
Eternal Sacred Source to send the Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment™
for (name of student) into the Sphere of Eternal Light.
Ask that it be sealed and carried to (name of student).
Ask that it be securely protected by that person’s guardians in the Light of
Eternal Sacred Source until the person ‘calls in’ their Eternal Cosmic Christ
Empowerment™. Intend that their attunements release perfectly to them at
that time. And so it is complete!
Now notify your student that their empowerment is ready to be ‘called in’
and tell them to relax and spend a few minutes receiving their meet and greet
to the Eternal Cosmic Christ!
The Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment™ is an original energy system
channeled by Rev. Mariah Windsong Couture, RGMT and Diane Finn, RMT
and is unlike any other person previously channeled or any system that may
arrive in the future.
Eternal Cosmic Christ™ energy system has a fixed resale price of $33.00
USD each or the equivalent in your currency. Always provide this manual
with any Eternal Cosmic Christ™ attunement, fully intact, with no changes.
By accepting these attunements, you agree that Eternal Cosmic Christ™
may NEVER be traded for another system.
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You agree that if you pass an attunement of Eternal Cosmic Christ™ it will
either be sold by accepting monies in currency or you’ll gift it if you feel so
guided.
Uncertified self attunements of this awakening may be used for personal self
healing, but do not certify you as a Master or teacher of this system.
Uncertified self attunements do not provide you with a certificate, lineage or
confirmation.
The manual may not be sold without also sending the attunement out in a
sacred manner to your student.
No text or any portion of this manual may be used on u-tube, in movies, on
social networking sites. No text or portion of this manual may be copied,
used on u-tube, in movies, posted on the internet, linked or plagiarized,
unless quoted briefly (50 words or less) as part of fair use in a review, resale
listing or other commentary.
Please contact the author at spectrumray@hotmail.com for permission to
translate this manual. If you translate you agree to send author a copy and
manual must remain exactly as original form without any changes.

March 29th, 2011 ~All Rights Reserved

Disclaimer:

For Legal Reasons, Mariah Windsong Couture states that this Eternal Cosmic Christ

Empowerment™ attunement/empowerments and the Trans-dimensionality Positioning ™ and the Ruby Heart
Light™ is/are for entertainment purposes only. It is not affiliated with any form of natural energy healing,
and is not to be confused with any other system of attunement, empowerment or initiation now, in the past, or
to come in the future. This empowerment/attunement is not meant to replace any professional medical or legal
advice. Mariah Windsong Couture is not engaged in rendering medical service or diagnosis of any kind.
Mariah Windsong Couture has made every effort to provide accurate information and takes no responsibility
for recommendations made and no guarantees are issued toward the validity of information. By receiving the
empowerment/attunement in this manual you are agreeing to indemnify Mariah Couture from and against any
and all claims of libel, defamation, and violation of rights of privacy or publicity and infringement of
intellectual property or loss or damage allegedly caused. Mariah Windsong Couture is not responsible for
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claims made by others in advertising this empowerment. You further agree to indemnify Mariah Windsong
Couture from all liabilities and expenses including lawyer’s fees arising from such claims based on this
manual. This manual may contain inaccuracies and typographical errors. Mariah Windsong Couture does not
warrant the accuracy or completeness of the materials or the reliability of any advice, opinion, statement or
other information displayed or linked in this manual. By purchasing this manual or receiving this
empowerment or attunement, you acknowledge that any reliance on such opinions, statements, energy or
energy streams or information shall be at your sole risk. Mariah Windsong Couture reserves the right, by her
discretion to correct any error or omission or change this manual as she sees fit, by revising the manual. It is
your duty to check and see if updates and revisions to the manual have been made.
March 29th, 2011

Some content falls under the “fair use” permission to copy.
All photos I own lifetime license to use commercially.

Other Original Divine Energy Systems
Founded by Mariah Windsong
always available first at Cosmic Goddess Empowerments
Please browse and purchase my systems from Rosemary at:

http://CosmicGoddessEmpowerments.com
4th Eye Activation
Ajna Lense
Alabaster Caverns Empowerment
Amplified Tachyon Mirror Body Deflector
Angelic Elemental Templates
Angelic Elim
Angelic Erelim
Angelic Ishim
Angelic Ophanim
Angelic Sealtiel Empowerment
Astral Body Radiance
Ascension Vibration
Augustus Empowerment
Azure Shakti
Bandicoot Berry Plant Empowerment w/ Leea Indica Cancer Inhibitor
Barberry Plant Empowerment
Bio Life
Bio Life Sphere and Bio Life Elixir
Leyline Bio Life Symmetry
Bio Life Kundalini
Calla Lily Deva
Clairsentient Awakening
Care Series containing to date:
Body Care ~ for the spaces between your cells!
Blood Care 1-2
Bone Care
Chiropractic Care
Craniosacral Care
Drop-in Care (coming soon)
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Foot Care
Flow Care (for the Lymphatic System)
Hand Care
Heart Care with Valve and Vessel Care
Joint Care
Lung Care
Liver Care
Mental Care
Nerve Care
Nadi Care
Kidneys and Bladder Care
Pancreas Care (coming soon)
Pregnancy Care
Sephiroth Care
Shaman Care Session
Skin Care
Synapse Care
Soul Care Levels 1-5
Tooth Care
Triple Warmer Meridian Care
Wing Care
Womb Care
Cedar Smudge (Ethereal)
Clairsentient Awakening
Connective Tissue Service
Copper Elemental Spirit Empowerment
Crystal Being Therapy
Diltiazem Essence
Disappointment Flush
Divine Provision Reiki 1-3
Dream Scenario Clearance
Earth Soul Anointing
Elohim of Emanation Empowerment
Epsilon Aurigae Empowerment (a star)
Epsilon Ident Chamber
Eternal Trikaya
Eternally Exalted Sexuality 2011
Feline Love
Force Factor Five Fear Flush
Four Fold Circle Security
Flicker Empowerment
Flow Care of the Lymphatic Care Systems
Fluorite Cluster Empowerment
Fractal Reiki Levels 1-3
Full Presence 2011
Goddess Fortuna
Ganesha Anointing
Heart Root Chakra Synergy
Histamine Blocker Field
Holograph Brain Root Flush
Hydrostatic Pressure Adjustment
Infection Inhibitor Field
Image Impact Intensity Reducer
Inner Body Protector
Injustice Flush
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Inter-Demensional Medical Team
Kundalini Omega Minus Function Activations Levels 1-5
Labradorite Sphere (headache relief)
Lattice Bridge 2010 (for long distance energy work safely)
Lavandula Officinalis Attunement
LaVa Reiki
Life Light
Light Concentration Increase Rays
Liquid Love
Llama Empowerment
Love Gratitude Octave
Loyalty Empowerment
Mea Nang Kwak Empowerment (coming soon)
Media Influence Flush
Mountain Laurel Deva Empowerment 2010
Moxibustion Therapy
Nickel Body Protector with Ethereal Taenite
Opulent Living Empowerment
Orchid Empowerment
Pearlized Silver Seichim levels 1-3
Pelvic Basket Shakti Set
Prolific Sales Activation
Proper Perspective Empowerment
Purchase Attraction Rays
Pure Perpetual Potency (raising your energy by numbers)
Radium Chakra Protector
Rainwater Tea Essence
Resentment Flush
River Sleep
Random Increasing Numerical Generator Shield Overlay
Root Chakra Re-Alignment
Sandals Empowerment
Sexual Imprint Flush
Snow Spirits Empowerment
Sovereignty Empowerment
Sphagnum Moss Gifts
Spirulina Spectrum Ray
Strategic Skills Empowerment 1-2
Strength Movers of the Light Card Deck System
Subconscious Healing Shakti
Synergy Within Empowerment
Telepathy Gene Awakening
Thymus Heart Activation
Toning Vibration
Tornado Tension Tamer
Tourmaline Spectrum Ray
Trager Team
Virus Inhibitor Field
Wound Healer Reiki Levels 1-3
Yellow Dock Plant Empowerment
YodHehVodHeh - 15 Permutations of the YHVH Mantra
Yungang Grottoes Empowerment
Ze’Or Continuum Empowerment
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